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interlocutors’ articulation affects his or her partner. In this
work, we are interested in whether conversational partners
entrain on articulatory precision.
How conversational partners might modify the articulation
of their spoken productions in response to one another is an
open question. When considering interlocutors individually, it
has been observed that they tend to reduce their articulation in
conversation. According to Lindblom’s hypo-hyper articulate
theory (H&H), speakers default to reduced articulatory
precision, preferring low-cost speech or speech that requires
the least amount of effort [13]. However, the H&H theory also
postulates that speakers will engage in more effortful, precise
articulation when they receive evidence that their listener
requires additional acoustic information (e.g. when a listener
asks for a clarification). Thus, the degree to which speakers
reduce/increase their articulatory precision occurs on a
continuum, largely dependent on listener feedback.
The H&H theory explains why an individual speaker might
modify their articulation; however, the theoretical framework
provides less insight into how articulation might change when
individuals are engaged in a joint dialogue where there is also
potential for entrainment to occur. Conversation is a dynamic
and joint activity, with partners taking on the role of both
speaker and listener. In a conversation, dialogue partners
exchange, adapt, and influence one another on multiple levels,
and the dynamic described by the H&H theory becomes more
complex when a speaker’s preference for low-cost, imprecise
speech might influence their partner’s preference for low-cost,
imprecise speech through the phenomenon of entrainment.
Here, we investigate whether there is evidence of
entrainment on articulatory precision with a corpus of 57 taskbased conversations involving typical/healthy (i.e. no speech
disorders, hearing impairment, etc.) adults. Articulatory
precision is measured as an average score across all phonemes
and also split at the level of vowels and consonants. We do this
using an automated measure of pronunciation which takes
perfectly read speech as the model for pronunciation [14].
Entrainment of articulatory precision is measured as a form of
local dyadic alignment where we analyze how conversational
partners modify their articulation on a turn-by-turn basis. The
results of our study show that conversational partners entrain on
this measure of articulatory precision in conversation, even
when controlling for speaking rate.
This paper is organized as follows: The next section
provides more details regarding the dataset used for this
analysis. Section 3 provides details on the automated measure
of articulatory precision and our approach for assessing
entrainment on articulatory precision. In Section 4, we describe
our results. We discuss these results in Section 5.

Abstract
The communication phenomenon known as conversational
entrainment occurs when dialogue partners align or adapt their
behavior to one another while conversing. Associated with
rapport, trust, and communicative efficiency, entrainment
appears to facilitate conversational success. In this work, we
explore how conversational partners entrain or align on
articulatory precision or the clarity with which speakers
articulate their spoken productions. Articulatory precision also
has implications for conversational success as precise
articulation can enhance speech understanding and
intelligibility. However, in conversational speech, speakers
tend to reduce their articulatory precision, preferring low-cost,
imprecise speech. Speakers may adapt their articulation and
become more precise depending on feedback from their
listeners. Given the potential of entrainment, we are interested
in how conversational partners adapt or entrain their
articulatory precision to one another. We explore this
phenomenon in 57 task-based dialogues. Controlling for the
influence of speaking rate, we find that speakers entrain on
articulatory precision, with significant alignment on
articulation of consonants. We discuss the potential
applications that speaker alignment on precision might have for
modeling conversation and implementing strategies for
enhancing communicative success in human-human and
human-computer interactions.
Index Terms: entrainment, alignment, articulatory precision,
human-computer interaction, dialog systems

1. Introduction
Conversational partners have been found to modify or adapt
their behaviors to become more like one another. Known as
conversational entrainment or alignment, the phenomenon is
considered a potentially powerful communicative device that
facilitates success by enhancing both social connection and
mutual understanding [1]–[3]. Entrainment has been observed
in body language, lexical content, acoustic-prosodic features
such as pitch and intensity, and acoustic articulatory features
(e.g. spectral features) [4]–[6]. Alignment on these features has
been found to be related to higher rapport, trust, efficiency, and
agreement [7]–[10]. However, there is a critical aspect of
spoken dialogue on which entrainment has not been studied,
and which has important implications for human-human and
human-computer interactions. Articulatory precision, or how
clearly speakers articulate their spoken productions, plays a key
role in speech understanding and intelligibility [11], [12]. While
the role of precise articulation has been studied in clinical
contexts, none of the previous work explores how an
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Figure 1: Example of adjacent IPUs in conversational dialogue where the ellipses represents a pause of 50ms or greater
exchange rate, resulting in more adjacent IPUs than other
dyads. The mean and standard deviation for adjacent IPUs is
given in Table 1. To obtain the transcriptions, we utilized a
third-party service, GoTranscript (www.gotranscript.com).
Third party services have become a common approach for
transcription services and evaluations have shown these
services can provide reliable results [17]. In the following
analyses, we ignored filled pauses, exclamations, and laughter.

2. Dataset
We utilize the corpus described in detail by Borrie and
colleagues [6], consisting of 57 experimentally elicited
conversations involving 114 college-aged participants (mean
age = 22.41 years), all participants were native speakers of
American English with no self-reported history of speech,
language, hearing, or cognitive impairment. Of the dyads, 43
were female-female, 13 were female-male, and one was malemale. Additional corpus statistics are given in Table 1.
The conversations were goal-oriented and elicited using the
Diapix task. The Diapix task is a collaborative “spot-the
difference” activity where conversational participants are each
given an image of a similar scene. Each participant is told not
to show their image to their partner, and they are encouraged to
compare their “scenes” verbally to identify a set number of
differences between the two pictures [15]. The dyads were
given 10 minutes to work on the task and were encouraged to
find as many of the differences as possible. Additional details
of the dialogue task, instructions and recording equipment are
specified in [6]. All audio files were normalized using a
standard loudness normalization procedure based on a reference
level and down-sampled to 16 kHz.
With this corpus, trained research assistants had manually
coded for all speaker utterances, identifying the beginning and
end of each utterance. Using this coding, we identified all
adjacent IPUs or inter-pausal units in the corpus. An IPU is a
pause-free unit of speech from a single speaker separated from
any other speech by at least 50ms [16]. Illustrated in Figure 1,
adjacent IPUs are consecutive inter-pausal units uttered by two
different speakers. With this definition, overlap is allowed.
We obtained the orthographic transcriptions for all adjacent
IPUs. Across the corpus as a whole, adjacent IPUs make up
70% of the dialogue. Some dyads have a greater dialogue

3. Methodology
3.1. Measuring Articulatory Precision
To measure articulatory precision, we utilized an approach to
automatically score pronunciation based on work by [14], [18],
which assesses pronunciation as the log-posterior probability of
aligned phonemes normalized by phoneme duration. With this
methodology, we can obtain an articulatory precision score for
every phoneme in the corpus.
We first force-aligned the orthographic transcriptions for
each IPU at the phoneme-level using an acoustic model for
English based on the LibriSpeech corpus [19]. The alignment
provided the start and end frame indices for each phoneme. A
single coder (one of the authors) manually evaluated the results
of the automated alignment for 20% of the dialogue using Praat
[20] to ensure that the start and end indices being identified
were accurately capturing the correct phonemes according to
the transcripts and audio. With the alignment and the audio, the
articulatory precision score for a phoneme p was then defined
as:
𝐴𝑃𝑆(𝑝) = log(𝑃(𝑝|𝑂 𝑝 )) / |𝑂 𝑝 |
(1)
≈ log [

Mean
10.5
184.2
-1.84
-2.10
-1.62
3.58

/ |𝑂 𝑝 |

(2)

𝑞∈𝑄

where Op is the corresponding acoustic segment, |Op| is the
number of frames in the segment, and Q is the set of all
phonemes. The above equation assumes equal priors for all
phonemes. If the phoneme returned by the acoustic model is the
same as the target phoneme p, then the articulatory precision
score is equal to 0. Otherwise, the score will be negative; the
smaller the score (i.e. the farther from zero), the farther the
pronunciation is from that defined by the acoustic model built
from the LibriSpeech corpus. Because the LibriSpeech corpus
consists of “read” speech, this measure is an evaluation of
articulatory precision as defined by “read” speech.

Table 1: Corpus statistics.
Dialogue length (min)
Adjacent IPUs
Articulatory precision
Articulatory precision - Vowels
Articulatory precision - Consonants
Speaking rate

𝑃(𝑂 𝑝 |𝑝)
]
max 𝑃(𝑂 𝑞 |𝑞)

SD
.33
39.3
1.6
.40
.43
.38

1932

Table 1: Alignment on articulatory precision. Constant is not reported. P-values via Satterthwaite’s degrees of freedom; p
< .001 indicated with **, p < .01 indicated with *, p < .1 indicated with +
Overall
Articulatory Precision, predicting Speaker B
Speaker A AP (FirstAP)
Speaking Rate
Articulatory Precision, predicting Speaker A
Speaker B AP (FirstAP)
Speaking Rate
Vowels

Estimate

SE

df

.06*
-.11**

.01
.01

5750
5745

.02+
-.14**

.01
.01

5830
5811

.01

.02

2569

-.21**

.02

2566

-.03
-.09**

.02
.03

2521
2487

.06*
-.29**

.02
.02

2553
2549

.04+
-.16**

.02
.03

2553
2549

Articulatory Precision of Vowels, predicting Speaker B
Speaker A AP (FirstAP)
Speaking Rate
Articulatory Precision Vowels, predicting Speaker A
Speaker B AP (FirstAP)
Speaking Rate
Consonants
Articulatory Precision of Consonants, predicting Speaker B
Speaker A AP (FirstAP)
Speaking Rate
Articulatory Precision of Consonants, predicting Speaker A
Speaker B AP (FirstAP)
Speaking Rate
With the individual phoneme scores, we calculated a single
articulatory precision score per speaker by averaging the
phoneme precision scores across each adjacent IPU. We also
calculated separately an average score for vowels and
consonants. Pronunciation of vowels and consonants can differ
significantly, and these differences have been found to be
important in assessing other aspects of speech [21]. Differences
in alignment on vowels and consonants may provide different
insights into how precision is related to conversational success.

precision influences speaker B’s. In model B, we look at all
adjacent IPUs where the other participant, speaker B, spoke the
first IPU in a pair of adjacent IPUs and we explore how speaker
B’s articulatory precision influences speaker A.
Both models are fit to predict a speaker’s articulatory
precision based on the articulatory precision of their partner’s
previous utterance. The random structure includes a random
intercept for each dyad. We utilize a random intercept to capture
intra-dyad variability on alignment because there is evidence to
suggest that different dyads align differently [9], [26]. We
control for speaking rate (words per second) as a relationship
between speaking rate and articulatory precision has been
observed with slower rates tracking with greater precision [27].
The degree to which a speaker’s articulatory precision explains
their partner’s captures alignment as the influence of one
speaker on the other.

4.1. Measuring Entrainment
Entrainment has been assessed along two primary time-scales
referred to as local and global [16], [22]. Local entrainment is
measured on a turn-by-turn basis while global entrainment
assesses change across an entire conversation. Here, we are
interested in how a speaker’s use of low-cost imprecise
articulation influences their partner’s articulatory precision at
the local level of entrainment.
We follow an approach established in prior work to explore
turn-by-turn alignment using a mixed model analysis [23]. EonSuk and colleagues and Seidl and colleagues have used this
approach to explore alignment on pitch in interactions between
mothers and their infants [24], [25]. We utilize a similar
approach here to explore how one speaker’s articulatory
precision influences their partner’s using the articulatory
precision scores from adjacent IPUs. We split the data into two
mixed model analyses, with one model for the directional
influence of each speaker on their partner. We identify each
speaker in each dyad as either speaker A or speaker B. Speaker
A is defined as the participant who spoke first at the very
beginning of the interaction. In model A, we analyze all
adjacent IPUs where speaker A spoke the first IPU in a pair of
adjacent IPUs and we explore how speaker A’s articulatory

4. Results
We entered the articulatory precision scores for adjacent IPUs
into a mixed model using the R package lme4 as,
lmer(SecondAP ~ FirstAP + Speaking Rate + (1|Dyad).
FirstAP is the articulatory precision of the primary speaker,
SecondAP is the articulatory precision of the dependent
speaker’s immediately following utterance. Speaking rate is the
speaking rate for SecondAP and (1|Dyad) captures intra-dyad
variability on alignment. We explored a potential interaction
between speaking rate and FirstAP; however, we did not
observe a significant effect. We therefore report the results
without the interaction. The full results are given in Table 2. We
assessed alignment on articulatory precision as well as for
vowels and consonants separately. P-values were calculated via
Satterthwaite’s degrees of freedom method [28].
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We find alignment overall for the first speaker (p = .005)
but not for the second speaker (p = .09) controlling for speaking
rate. That is, regardless of speaking rate, the second speaker’s
articulatory precision is predicted by the first speakers’
precision. The beta for articulatory precision, βA = .06 indicates
a small, positive alignment between speakers on their
pronunciation. This means that the articulatory precision of the
second speaker increased with a corresponding increase in the
first speaker’s articulatory precision. This suggests speakers
moved in the same direction – as the first speaker became more
precise in articulation, so did the second speaker.
Looking at alignment on vowels and consonants separately,
we do not observe a significant influence of either speaker on
the other regarding the articulation of vowels. However, we do
observe an influence on consonant production. For both speaker
models, we find a significant relationship between speakers’
articulation of consonants (p = .008 and p = .05). Similar to
what was found overall, it appears that the individual who
speaks first in the conversation has a slightly greater influence
on their partner’s articulation of consonants (βA = .06) than the
individual who speaks second (βA = .04).
We further evaluated whether these results were
meaningful, and not capturing accidental or coincidental
phenomena using an approach established in prior work of
evaluating pseudo interactions [29]–[32]. We generated a
‘sham’ dataset of artificial conversations by randomly mixing
the articulatory precision scores of conversational partners.
Running the same analysis, we do not find a significant effect
of ‘false’ speaking partners on one another (p > .1 for all
combinations). This supports that speakers are genuinely
influencing the articulatory precision of their partner.

One could postulate that the individuals who initiated the
interactions have more assertive personalities, and/or by
speaking first, they established a dominant role in the
conversation, which may have influenced greater alignment on
the part of the second speaker. Indeed, prior work has reported
an effect of speaker role on alignment with individuals in subordinate roles accommodating more to their partner [36].
Our findings of conversational entrainment of articulatory
precision have potential implications for both human-human
and human-computer interactions. In human-human
interactions, the H&H model has traditionally described a
speaker preference for imprecise articulation and yet, a listener
preference for precise articulation. Alignment on articulation
adds a dynamic to this relationship where conversational
partners act together, moving together towards an articulatory
balance. Future work will explore how conversational partners
define and achieve articulatory balance. While we find that
speakers are aligning, conversational partners may be aligning
to be more similar on precise articulation or they may be
aligning on imprecise articulation. If speakers are aligning on
imprecise articulation, this may enable speakers to
communicate with less articulatory overhead. Entrained
conversational partners have been found to be able to
communicate with less semantic information, fewer words, and
have fewer difficulties with lexical search [37]–[39]. Future
work will explore the relationship between degree of
entrainment and articulatory precision.
With regard to human-computer interaction, speakers have
been found to hyper articulate when conversing with computers
[40]. Often speakers hyperarticulate when correcting
recognition errors [41] but hyper articulation has been observed
generally as well. Unfortunately, hypo and hyper articulation
presents a difficult source of variability. Recent work has
focused on how to detect hypo hyper articulation [42]. Our
work suggests that speakers may change their hypo and hyper
articulation given the articulation of their partner.
Understanding how and why speakers significantly vary their
articulation can enable more realistic dialog systems; alignment
may enable systems to find a more optimal, natural balance
between hypo-and hyperarticulate speech with human partners
and reduce variability in hypo hyper articulation.

5. Discussion
We investigated whether conversational partners influenced
one another in their articulatory precision in a corpus of
experimentally elicited conversations. Our analyses revealed
that speakers align their articulation with the articulatory
precision of one speaker significantly predicting that of their
partner. This entrainment of articulatory precision appears to be
driven by precision of consonant production with significant
alignment on precision of consonants but not vowels.
Observing significant entrainment on articulation of
consonants but not vowels indicates that consonants may be
more amenable to articulatory adaptation. One possible
explanation for this is that consonant production affords more
articulatory information than vowels and are thus easier to align
on [33], [34]. For example, consonants are produced with a
constriction of airflow, which provides more information about
the place of articulation. Another possible explanation is based
on prior perceptual research which suggests that vowels have
more relative importance in the recognition of fluent speech
than consonants [34]. It is possible that in entrained
conversations consonants are less crucial for communicating
the speaker’s intended message and provide a better target for
reduction. Although, we acknowledge that coarticulation
drastically blurs the boundaries between consonants and
vowels, and that such divisions, particularly in the context of
conversational speech, may be somewhat arbitrary [35].
The initiating speaker in the conversations appeared to have
a greater influence on their partner. We do observe some
influence of the second speaker on the first speaker, with the
first speaker approaching significant alignment to their partner.

6. Conclusions
Articulatory precision plays an important role in
communication, as does the phenomenon of conversational
entrainment. Here, we found that conversational partners
entrain on the precision of their spoken productions and this
result held true after controlling for speaking rate, indicating
that this finding is not indicative of some other phenomenon but
is alignment on articulatory precision. While previous studies
have found entrainment on articulatory features based largely
on spectral information, to our knowledge, this is the first
exploration of entrainment of articulatory precision. Future
work will expand on these findings to explore whether
conversational partners who exhibit high levels of entrainment
also communicate with less articulatory overhead and how this
phenomenon might contribute to conversational success.
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